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A Wildlife Photographer’s Journal of a Dying
Tree
Gillian Martin
All photos courtesy of Peggy Honda, except where noted otherwise

Peggy Honda recorded the life of a dying sycamore
in southern California. She did so over the period of
a year. The tree stood at the perimeter of an urban
park where park staff considered its risk tolerable.
‘Pitiful’ would describe it. A normal eye would view
it as useless and dismiss it immediately. But Peggy’s
alertness for wildlife told her the tree promised a
story. One that delights the heart. One that lures the
me to narrate it.
legacy after it failed one night a few months after these
photos were taken. Peggy and I saw some purpose

be enticed to observe other dying trees for signs of
The tree’s remains contain hieroglyphs of the
story we now begin.
Sialia
mexicana) are preparing a nursery. They are inheriting
Picoides nuttalli). This
time the woodpecker has prepared a new home just
Sturnus vulgaris) attempted
to usurp it from the woodpeckers while they were
a time the two thrashed it out on the ground. The

and saving segments which bore evidence of its
to demonstrate to park visitors that a dead tree is
anything but useless. Perhaps youngsters might
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the hole entrance and deliver a persuasive poke to its
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directions in relay fashion. Bluebird parents shop on
invest most of their efforts gleaning and probing

want to keep the nest and young clean but also
reduce scents that might attract pests and predators.
They are a calcium supplement.
Figure 1.

become increasingly protective of their nests. The
bluebird adults decide that the woodpeckers’ home
is just too close for comfort. They launch an attack
Timing meal deliveries becomes a game of cat and
mouse. Each woodpecker parent waits undercover in
groceries.

Figure 2.

Picoides

pubescens)

occupants won’t tolerate another competitor because
crows. They are numerous and bold. And they have
kids to feed too. Chicks chirping in a cavity is a dinner

radar.
Here’s a bluebird nestling who is now able to
climb the walls of its home and peer out its front
Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.
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Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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Figure 11.

Figure 12.

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.
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Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Calypte anna
Sayornis nigricans). The phoebe
pauses to make sense of the hungry mouth turned in
its direction. The nestling soon learns that not every
Suddenly its attention is drawn to a racket higher
Stelgidopteryx serripennis) is also
provides a good location for a food line. And here
Xylocopa
tunneling her nest in the decayed wood just above

the birds’ chambers. Distant cars. Crickets. Coyotes.
Owls. The baby birds are learning these sounds are
no cause for concern. They’re likely unaware that
Bubo virginianus) uses
their tree as a night perch. Note the evidence at the
owl to regurgitate indigestible parts of prey such as

source of calcium to detrivores.

meal of her.
web across one of many knotholes in the tree. But not
is foraging for insects and spider silk to weave into

Figure 18. Photo courtesy of Kim Venhuizen
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uncertain wings driven by instinct and the urging
curtain of leaves in a nearby tree. The tree’s mottled
deceive potential predators. It’s just the place to hide

Figure 19.
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and to learn the many nooks and crannies where

delivery. The unobstructed view provided by its
bare branches is helpful for loudly proclaiming its
hunger and attracting a parent’s attention. Look at
Carpodacus mexicanus) who’s perched nearby

Figure 20. Photo by Gillian Martin

Tough days lie ahead. When bluebird and
chased from their parents’ territory. A few weeks
later the adult bluebirds begin to raise another family
in the same cavity. An immature son helps mom and
payoff. He’s allowed access to the food resources
in their territory for a while longer. If he makes it
a suitable territory and of course compete for a
will not breed. We wish we knew his fate and that of
Figure 21.

story ends here. The rest is told by those who track
relevant trend.

dead limbs in living trees decreases species diversity
reduces the ecosystem services those species and the

removal.
Figure 22.

the words of deceased author and marine biologist
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Figure 23.

Figure 24.

No additional dying trees have been retained in the
eyes and ears reach unsuccessfully for the lives that
once were there. What comes to me instead is that

in the interest of urban forest health and diversity.
the trust of her subjects so that her knowledge of them
is intimate. Intuitively she knows how to make her
prolonged and recurring visits acceptable. She stays

steadily slipping away is as unseen as vapor released
from leaves.
Does the tree or dead limb need to be removed

wears subdued colors. Her concern for wildlife is
deep and compassionate. Her images invite a sense
of wonder by calling forward the primordial genius
of life’s origins and adaptations. Her images are also

applies to retaining dead trees as well. Because there

has been an honor to support her hope.
Gillian Martin

resources that offer practical guidance for making
such decisions. We consider this a worthy challenge

Figure 25.
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